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Information Particulars
Term

Particulars

Appointee

Appointing Party
Appointment
Appointor

Asset Information Requirements
Asset’s Information Production
Methods and Procedures
Asset’s Information Standard
BIM Execution Plan

Lead Appointed Party

Level of Information Need
Master Information Delivery Plan1
Mobilization Plan2
Relevant Asset(s)

Risk Register
Security Requirements
Task Information Delivery Plan3

Trigger Event Schedule

1

List as N/A for Lead Appointed Party-Appointed Party appointment
May list as N/A for Lead Appointed Party-Appointed Party appointment
3
List as N/A for Appointing Party-Lead Appointed Party appointment
2
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Interpretation
1.1

In this Protocol:
1.1.1

the words and phrases in capitals shall have the meanings set out in clause 13;
and

1.1.2

the words and phrases in italics shall have the meanings set out in BS EN ISO
19650-1:2018 and BS EN ISO 19650-3:2020, as may be more particularly
defined in this Protocol and the Information Particulars.

The definitions in clause 13 apply to this Protocol only and do not supersede the
definitions in the BS EN ISO 19650 series.
1.2

The Parties agree that for the purposes of this Protocol and the Appointment, any
obligation of the Appointee i) to use, provide or deliver information management
according to the UK BIM Framework and/or ii) to establish processes or any of the
Information Particulars and any reference to the same under or in connection with this
Protocol and the Appointment and/or iii) to use, provide or deliver information
management according to the BS EN ISO 19650 series, shall mean to comply with the
Appointee’s obligations under this Protocol.

1.3

If the Parties do not include the Appointing Party, any provisions of this Protocol
imposing obligations on or to the Appointing Party and/or granting rights to or imposing
restrictions on the Appointing Party shall be inapplicable and shall have no effect. If the
Parties do not include the Lead Appointed Party or have responsibility for appointing
the Lead Appointed Party, any provisions of this Protocol imposing obligations on or to
the Lead Appointed Party and/or granting rights to or imposing restrictions on the Lead
Appointed Party shall be inapplicable and shall have no effect.

1.4

Notwithstanding clause 1.1, in this Protocol the effect and/or application of the following
terms:
1.4.1

Information Model;

1.4.2

Federated Information Model;

1.4.3

Material; and

1.4.4

CDE Solution and Workflow,

is subject to clause 4.8 of this Protocol in respect of any Sensitive Information forming
part of the same.
1.5

1.6

This Protocol forms part of the Appointment. In the event of any conflict or inconsistency
between the Protocol, the Information Particulars and any other documents contained
in and/or forming part of the Appointment, such conflict or inconsistency shall be
resolved in accordance with the Appointment, provided that if the Appointment does not
include provisions stating how such conflict or inconsistency should be resolved, the
documents shall have the following order of precedence:
1.5.1

this Protocol; and

1.5.2

other documents forming part of the Appointment.

The Appointor and the Appointee shall exercise the Required Standard in performing
their obligations under this Protocol and notwithstanding any other provision of this
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Protocol, the Appointor and the Appointee shall each have no greater obligation under
or in connection with this Protocol than to exercise the Required Standard.

2.

3.

Co-ordination and resolution of conflicts
2.1

Appropriately qualified and experienced personnel from the Appointee shall attend
such meetings in connection with the co-ordination of information relating to the
Appointment as required in the Appointment and in the Information Particulars.

2.2

The Parties shall comply with any applicable provisions in the Appointment in respect
of the notification and resolution of any omission, ambiguity, conflict or inconsistency in
or between any information prepared in relation to the Appointment (including, without
limitation, any Information Model, any information extracted from any Information Model
and the Information Particulars). If there are no such provisions and a Party becomes
aware of any omission, ambiguity, conflict or inconsistency in or between any
information, that Party shall notify the other Party and the Parties shall seek to agree
how such omission, ambiguity, conflict or inconsistency shall be corrected and/or
resolved having regard to the Appointment and this Protocol. If no agreement is
reached, the Parties shall, having regard to the Information Particulars, meet with each
other, the Appointing Party and the Delivery Team as is necessary, in order to seek to
correct and/or resolve the omission, ambiguity, conflict or inconsistency.

Obligations of the appointing party

3.1

The Appointing Party shall, save to the extent that such obligations are within the scope
of the Appointee’s obligations under the Appointment, arrange for:
3.1.1

the Information Particulars to be reviewed and updated (if necessary) as and
when required until the completion of the Appointment. The Appointee’s rights
(if any) following any such update after the date of the Appointment shall be
assessed in accordance with the Appointment and this Protocol;

3.1.2

the appointment of individuals to undertake the Appointing Party tasks
specifiedwithin BS EN ISO 19650-3: 2020, changed or renewed as necessary
such that there are at all times until the completion of the Appointment,
individuals undertaking these tasks; and

3.1.3

the carrying out of a sensitivity assessment and the security triage process
pursuant to clause 4 of BS EN ISO 19650-5: 2020 to establish whether there is
a need for a security–minded approach. The Appointing Party shall record and
retain the outcome of the sensitivity assessment process and shall establisha
suitable mechanism for performing periodic and event-driven reviews of the
sensitivity assessment:
3.1.3.1

if it is determined following application of the security triage process
that no security-minded approach is required, the Appointing Party
shall consider whether there are business benefits to be derived from
applying a security-minded approach.

3.1.3.2

if a security-minded approach is required, the Appointing Party shall
follow the requirements of clauses 5 to 9 of BS EN ISO 19650-5:
2020 and shall develop and implement an appropriate and
proportionate security-minded approach, develop a security strategy,
develop a security management plan (including a security
breach/incident management plan), establish information sharing
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agreements or equivalent (if required) and complete the Security
Requirements entry in the Information Particulars accordingly. The
Appointing Party shall also arrange in accordance with clause 9.2 of
BS EN ISO 19650-5: 2020 for appropriate provisions to be included in
all relevant Delivery Team appointment documentation.

Trigger Events
3.2

The Appointing Party shall identify and record Foreseeable Trigger Events in the
Trigger Event Schedule.

3.3

Upon the occurrence of a trigger event, the Appointing Party shall decide whether to
apply BS EN ISO 19650-2: 2018 to that trigger event and (if required) in relation to
some or all of the assets affected by that trigger event. In reaching this decision, the
Appointing Party shall consider:

3.4

4.

3.3.1

the scale and complexity of the asset(s);

3.3.2

the scale and complexity of the response to the trigger event(s); and

3.3.3

the scale and complexity of the Delivery Team(s) appointed as part of the
response to the trigger event(s).

If the Appointing Party decides that the provisions of BS EN ISO 19650-2: 2018 shall
apply to the trigger event and the appointing party under BS EN ISO 19650-2: 2018 in
relation to the trigger event (“AP2”) is not the Appointing Party, the Appointing Party
shall:
3.4.1

establish with, and communicate to, AP2 the respective responsibilities of the
Appointing Party and AP2 throughout the duration of the activities following the
trigger event which are regulated by BS EN ISO 19650-2: 2018 (the “Project”);

3.4.2

ensure that the Appointing Party's information requirements are communicated
to AP2 for onward transmission to all Lead Appointed Parties appointed in
relation to the Project; and

3.4.3

ensure consistency as between the Asset Information Standard and the Project
Information Standard and as between the Asset Information Production
Methods and Procedures and the Project Information Production Methods and
Procedures.

Obligations of the appointee and appointor
4.1

The Parties shall comply with the Information Particulars insofar as they are applicable
to them.

4.2

The Appointee shall be responsible for arranging reasonable tests of methods and
procedures set out in the Information Particulars and shall provide the results of these
tests to the Appointor.

4.3

The Lead Appointed Party shall keep the BIM Execution Plan up to date and share any
updated version to the Delivery Team.

4.4

The Appointee shall arrange for Task Teams and members of the Delivery Team under
its authority and control to maintain the capability and capacity required for the
Appointee to comply with this Protocol.
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4.5

Insofar as they have obligations under this Protocol to produce, share and/or publish
the information in relation to the Relevant Asset(s), the Parties shall use the CDE
Solution and Workflow to do so.

4.6

Subject to any events or circumstances which entitle the Parties to an extension of
time and/or additional costs under the Appointment, the Parties shall comply with the
applicable Information Particulars when producing, sharing and/or publishing
information in relation to the Relevant Assets and shall share and/or publish information
in relation to the Relevant Assets which the Information Particulars require them to
share and/or publish at the times stated in the Information Particulars.

4.7

The Parties shall provide such information and assistance as the Information
Particulars requires them to provide.

Security
4.8

The Parties shall comply with the Security Requirements, if any, and the Appointee shall
not cause or contribute to any breach by the Appointor of the Security Requirements or
any policies, processes and procedures identified in the Security Requirements to the
extent that such policies, processes and procedures relate to the Appointee’sobligations
under the Appointment and have been provided to the Appointee.

Other Appointments
4.9

Subject to clause 4.8, the Parties shall arrange for this Protocol (or such other
provisions as may be appropriate) to be incorporated into all contracts, sub-contracts
and appointments that they enter into in relation to the Relevant Assets which include
obligations to prepare and/or provide information in relation to the Relevant Assets in
substantially the same terms as this Protocol.

Information Management Documents
4.10 The Appointee shall:
4.10.1 prepare (to the extent required by BS EN ISO 19650-3: 2020 and/or the
Appointment) and/or assist in the preparation of all information management
documents, workflows and/or resources required pursuant to by BS EN ISO
19650-3: 2020 (“Prepared Documents”), to the extent not prepared prior to
the date of the Appointment; and
4.10.2 review the Prepared Documents from time to time and prepare (to the extent
required by BS EN ISO 19650-3: 2020 and/or the Appointment) and/or assist in
the preparation of any required updates to the Prepared Documents in
accordance with the Information Standard.
It is agreed and acknowledged that the Prepared Documents as at the date of the
Appointment are listed within the Information Particulars.
4.11 The Parties shall assist in updating the Information Particulars from time to time.

Information Delivery Plans
4.12 The Parties confirm that each Task Team under their authority and control have
established or will establish, a Task Information Delivery Plan and shall maintain and
update the Task Information Delivery Plan throughout the Appointment in accordance
with the Information Standard.
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4.13 The Parties shall comply with any Task Information Delivery Plan applicable to them
and/or ensure that any Task Teams under their authority and control comply with any
Task Information Delivery Plan applicable to them. The Appointee’s rights (if any)
following any update of the Task Information Delivery Plan after the date of the
Appointment shall be assessed in accordance with the Appointment and this Protocol.
4.14 The Parties shall arrange for any Task Teams under their authority and control to
generate information and review information generated by them in accordance with the
Information Standard and the Information Particulars.

5.

CDE Solution and Workflow
5.1

Without prejudice to any of the Parties’ obligations or duties under or in connection with
both this Protocol and the Appointment, and save as expressly stated otherwise within
both this Protocol and the Appointment, the Parties do not warrant, expressly or
impliedly, that:
5.1.1

any software used to prepare the Information Model and all other information to
which this Protocol applies; or

5.1.2

any software format in which the Information Model and all other information to
which this Protocol applies is shared, published or otherwise issued in
accordance with both this Protocol and the Appointment;

is compatible with any software or software format used by or on behalf of any other
party in connection with the Relevant Assets.
5.2

Neither Party shall have any liability to the other Party in connection with any corruption
or unintended amendment, modification or alteration of the electronic data (including,
without limitation, any software) in any Information Model and other information to
which this Protocol applies which occurs outside its reasonable control, namely after it
has been shared, published or otherwise issued through the CDE Solution and
Workflow by the issuing Party, save where any such corruption or unintended
amendment, modification or alteration of the electronic data is a result of the issuing
Party’s failure to comply with this Protocol and/or the Appointment.

5.3

Save to the extent it forms part of the Appointee’s obligations under the Appointment,
the Appointing Party shall be responsible for (or shall appoint other appointed parties to
be responsible for) establishing, implementing, configuring and supporting the CDE
Solution and Workflow in accordance with BS EN ISO 19650-3: 2020.

5.4

The Appointing Party shall arrange for all information in the CDE Solution and Workflow
to be securely stored for the period stated in the Information Particulars. The
Appointing Party shall be responsible for the continuing security, integrity and
preservation of the information containers archived within the CDE Solution and
Workflow in accordance with and for such period as required by the Information
Particulars.

5.5

The Appointor shall use reasonable endeavours to arrange for the Appointee to have
reasonable access to the information in the CDE Solution and Workflow as provided in
the Information Particulars insofar as necessary to perform its obligations under both
this Protocol and the Appointment.
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Management of information
6.1

Save to the extent it forms part of the Appointee’s obligations under the Appointment,the
Appointing Party shall appoint from within its own organization individuals to undertake
the information management function on its behalf and shall carry out and complete (or
appoint third parties to carry out and complete on the Appointing Party’s behalf) the
respective information management tasks in accordance with BS EN ISO19650-3:
2020.

6.2

Save to the extent it forms part of the Appointee’s obligations under the Appointment,
the Appointor shall carry out and complete (or appoint third parties to carry out and
complete on the Appointor’s behalf) any information management tasks assigned to itin
the Information Particulars in accordance with BS EN ISO 19650-3: 2020, including
without limitation the following information management tasks:
6.2.1

establishing the Asset Information Requirements for each appointment;

6.2.2

identifying, establishing, documenting and maintaining the Organizational
Information Requirements;

6.2.3

establishing the Asset Information Requirements as required to comply with BS
EN ISO 19650-3: 2020;

6.2.4

establishing the Asset Information Standard and the Asset Information
Production Methods and Procedures;

6.2.5

assembling the reference information and shared resources to be provided to
the Appointee using open data standards whenever possible;

6.2.6

establishing or reviewing and adapting as necessary an Information Model to
hold all information specified in Asset Information Requirements related to the
Relevant Assets (“Asset Information Model”). The Asset Information Model
shall be a Federated Information Model which may include contents from
appointed parties;

6.2.7

establishing processes to review and maintain the Asset Information Model for
as long as appropriate, implementing appropriate mitigation measures if the
requirements of BS EN ISO 19650-3: 2020 are not met;

6.2.8

incorporating accepted Information Models into the Asset Information Model
and reconciling that information with the existing contents of the Asset
Information Model; and

6.2.9

compiling invitation to tender/request to provide service information and
response requirements and evaluation criteria.

If the existing enterprise systems are used to store asset information then the
Appointing Party shall establish or adapt information quality and information security
processes within those systems to ensure they comply with ISO 19650-3: 2020
irrespective of where or how the information is stored.
6.3

The Appointee shall carry out (or appoint third parties to carry out and complete on the
Appointee’s behalf) any information management tasks assigned to it in the Information
Particulars in accordance with BS EN ISO 19650-3: 2020, including without limitation
the following information management tasks:
6.3.1

appointing from within its own organization individuals to undertake the
information management function on its behalf;
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6.3.2

if the Appointee is the Lead Appointed Party, aggregating each Task Team’s
Task Information Delivery Plan to establish the Delivery Team’s Master
Information Delivery Plan;

6.3.3

testing the Asset Information Production Methods and Procedures insofar as
they relate to the Appointment;

6.3.4

if the Appointee is the Lead Appointed Party:
6.3.4.1

mobilizing resources with the Mobilization Plan, including confirming
resources across the Delivery Team;

6.3.4.2

mobilizing information technology in accordance with the Mobilization
Plan,

6.3.4.3

testing the Asset Information Production Methods and Procedures
insofar as they relate to the Appointment;

6.3.4.4

arranging for the maintenance of resources required to facilitate the
obligations in this clause 6.3.4 in readiness for trigger events covered
by the Appointment;

6.3.4.5

undertaking a review of information provided and to the extent
required in accordance with the Information Standard, authorizing the
information and instructing each Task Team to submit their
information for Appointing Party acceptance within the CDE Solution
and Workflow or rejecting the information;

6.3.4.6

instructing the Task Teams to amend the information and resubmit for
Appointee authorization; and

6.3.4.7

reviewing any Information Model in accordance with the Asset
Information Production Methods and Procedures and the Asset
Information Standard and either:

(i)

authorizing the Delivery Team’s Information Model and instructing
each Task Team to mark their information containers within the CDE
Solution and Workflow as suitable for the Appointing Party’s
acceptance; or

(ii)

rejecting the Information Model, recording why and instructing the
relevant Task Team to amend the relevant information containers and
resubmit the information model for the Lead Appointed Party’s
authorization.

6.3.5

if the Appointee is a member of a Task Team, comply with its responsibilities
and tasks set out in clauses 5.6.1 to 5.6.4 of BS EN ISO 19650-3: 2020, in
respect of the production of information; and

6.3.6

as part of the Delivery Team, undertake an Information Model review, in
accordance with the Asset Information Production Methods and Procedures
and the Asset Information Standard.

To the extent the Appointee and/or the Appointor appoint a third party to undertake all
or part of its information management functions as described in clauses 6.1 to 6.3
above, they shall establish a scope of services sufficient to describe the role and
responsibilities of the third party. The appointment of any such third party shall not in
any way reduce or affect the Appointee’s or the Appointor’s obligations under the
Appointment or this Protocol.
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The Appointee and the Appointor shall comply with the Asset Information Standard and
the Asset Information Production Methods and Procedures insofar as they are
applicable to them.

Level of information need

The Parties agree and acknowledge that, to the extent not set out in the Information Particulars
prepared and provided prior to the date of the Appointment, the Level of Information Need for any and
all information which is a contractual deliverable of theAppointee shall be agreed and detailed in the
Information Particulars.

8.

Use of information
8.1

The Parties shall observe their GDPR obligations as set out in the Appointment. If the
Appointment does not incorporate any such GDPR obligations, the Parties shall comply
with all Data Protection Laws in connection with the exercise and performance of their
respective rights and obligations under the Appointment.

8.2

The Parties agree that:
8.2.1

8.2.2

if there are any provisions in the Appointment in relation to copyright, moral
rights, rights in design, database rights (or any other intellectual property rights)
in Material prepared and/or provided by the Appointee, clauses 8.3 to 8.5 shall
not apply, and such provisions of the Appointment are hereby varied so far as is
necessary to:
8.2.1.1

apply to the Material prepared and/or provided by the Appointee under
or in connection with this Protocol and any proprietary work contained
in or extracted from the Material; and

8.2.1.2

enable the Appointor to grant licences or sub-licences to the
Appointee and other members of the Delivery Team with whom the
Appointor has a contract as required in respect of the Material
prepared and/or provided by the Appointee under or in connection
with this Protocol on terms substantially the same as clauses 8.6
and/or 8.9 of this Protocol;

if there are no such provisions, clauses 8.3 to 8.5 shall apply.

8.3

Subject to clause 8.2, any rights (including but not limited to any copyright) subsisting in
the Material prepared and/or provided by the Appointee under or in connection with this
Protocol and any proprietary work contained in or extracted from such Material shall, as
the case may be, vest or remain vested in the Appointee.

8.4

Subject to clauses 8.2 and 8.5, the Appointee grants to the Appointor a non-exclusive,
royalty free and irrevocable licence and, to the extent that the relevant Material and any
rights subsisting therein are owned by third parties, grants a sub-licence to transmit,
copy, reproduce and use the Material prepared and/or provided by the Appointee under
or in connection with this Protocol and any proprietary work contained in or extracted
from such Material for the Permitted Purpose. This licence or sub-licence shall include
the right to grant sub-licences or sub-sub-licences on identical terms (including (without
limitation) to other members of the Delivery Team with whom the Appointor has a
contract, contractors and sub-contractors).

8.5

Any licence and/or sub-licence granted in clause 8.4 shall not include the right to:
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8.5.1

amend or modify any Material to which the licence and/or sub-licence relates
without the Appointee’s written consent (not to be unreasonably withheld), save
where such amendment or modification is made for the Permitted Purpose
following the termination of the Appointee’s employment under the Appointment;
or

8.5.2

reproduce any designs contained in the Material to which the licence and/or
sub-licence relates for any extension of the Relevant Assets.

8.6

Subject to clause 8.8, the Appointor grants to the Appointee a non-exclusive sublicence (including the right to grant sub-sub-licences on identical terms to the
Appointee’s sub-contractors) to transmit, copy and use such Material as is owned by
any third party (other than the Appointee’s subcontractors (of any tier)) and any
proprietary work contained in or extracted from such Material for the Permitted
Purpose.

8.7

Insofar as the Appointor owns any rights subsisting in the Material, subject to clause
8.8, the Appointor grants to the Appointee a non-exclusive licence (including the right to
grant sub-licences on identical terms to the Appointee’s sub-contractors (of any tier)) to
transmit copy and use such Material and any proprietary work contained in or extracted
from such Material for the Permitted Purpose.

8.8

The licence and sub-licence (if any) granted in clauses 8.6 and 8.7 shall not include the
right to:

8.9

8.8.1

amend or modify any Material to which the licence and/or sub-licence relates
without the written consent (not to be unreasonably withheld) of the Appointor
or the Appointee who owns such proprietary material, save where such
amendmentor modification is in respect of Material produced or delivered by
any Appointee and made for the Permitted Purpose following the termination of
the Appointee’s employment under the Appointment; or

8.8.2

reproduce any designs contained in the Material to which the licence and/or
sub-licence relates for any extension of the Relevant Assets.

Insofar as clauses 8.3 to 8.5 apply, the Appointee represents to the Appointor that it
has,or that it will procure, the right to grant either a licence and/or a sub-licence in the
form granted in clause 8.4 and that the use of Material and/or proprietary designs or
products prepared by others in connection with the Relevant Assets pursuant to and in
accordance with that licence or sub-licence will not infringe the rights of any third party.

8.10 The Appointor represents to the Appointee that it has, or that it will procure, the right to
grant a sub-licence in the form granted in clause 8.6 and/or a licence in the form
granted in clause 8.7 and that the use of Material and/or any proprietary designs or
products prepared by others in connection with the Relevant Assets pursuant to and in
accordance with that licence or sub licence will not infringe the right of any third party.

9.

Transfer of information
9.1

The Appointee shall be responsible for delivering the information required by the
Information Particulars for which the Appointee is responsible.

9.2

The Appointor shall be responsible for delivering such information as the Appointee
shall require to enable the Appointee to deliver the information required by the
Information Particulars for which the Appointee is responsible.
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9.3

In establishing the information requirements in relation to the Relevant Assets the Lead
Appointed Party shall carry out a risk assessment to inform the preparation of the
effective management of information to reflect the long-term asset information
management strategy.

9.4

The Appointee, where they are the Lead Appointed Party, shall provide such
information and assistance as may reasonably be required by the Appointor, where
they are the Appointing Party, to capture lessons learned in respect of the Relevant
Assets during the performance of the Appointee’s obligations under the Appointment.

10. Liability
Each Party shall have no liability to the other Party arising out of any modification or amendment to, or
any transmission, copying or use of the Information Model, Material, or any proprietary work
contained therein, by the receiving Party or any other party, apart from the issuing Party’s
subconsultants, subcontractors, suppliers or agents, for any purpose other than the Permitted
Purpose.

11. Remedies – security
11.1 Without prejudice to the Appointor’s rights under the Appointment and clauses 11.2 to
11.3 of this Protocol:
11.1.1 if the Appointor has reasonable grounds to consider that the Appointee is likely
to breach clause 4.8 of this Protocol, the Appointor may give notice to the
Appointee requiring that steps are taken to prevent the breach within a
reasonable period as specified in the notice; and
11.1.2 if the Appointee breaches clause 4.8 of this Protocol, the Appointor may at its
discretion give notice to the Appointee requiring that steps are taken to remedy
the breach and/or mitigate the consequences of the same within a reasonable
period as specified in the notice.
11.2 If the Appointment contains provisions entitling the Appointor to terminate the
Appointment, those provisions shall be amended insofar as is necessary such that if the
Appointee has:
11.2.1 not taken the steps required in accordance with clause 11.1.1 and/or 11.1.2 of
this Protocol; and/or
11.2.2 committed any breach of clause 4.8 of this Protocol which relates to Sensitive
Information, and which is not capable of remedy and/or cannot be mitigated,
the Appointor shall be entitled to terminate the Appointment forthwith. The
consequences of any such termination shall be the same as the consequences under
the Appointment of any other termination by the Appointor of the Appointment as a
result of the Appointee’s act, omission or breach of the Appointment.
11.3 If the Appointment contains no such provisions as referred to in clause 11.2, the
Appointor shall be entitled to terminate the Appointment forthwith in the circumstances
referred to in clause 11.2.1 and 11.2.2 and following such termination the Appointee
shall:
11.3.1 immediately stop providing any works and/or services under the Appointment
and require that its subconsultants, sub-contractors and suppliers (of any tier)
do the same;
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11.3.2 not be entitled to any further payment (other than of any sums which are due
and payable under the Appointment as a result of work and/or services provided
prior to the date of termination), including but not limited to any costs or losses
incurred after or as a result of termination; and
11.3.3 comply with (and require that its subconsultants, sub-contractors and suppliers
(of any tier) comply with) all instructions of the Appointor in relation to the
termination of the Appointment, including, but not limited to, taking any steps
necessary to comply with the Information Particulars and/or to mitigate the
consequences of any breach of this Protocol.

12. Termination
Clauses 1, 2, 4.8, 4.9, 5, 8, 9.3, 10, 11.2 and 11.3 of this Protocol shall continue to apply following
termination of the Appointment.

13. Protocol definitions
13.1 Appointee means the party (a Lead Appointed Party or appointed party) appointed by
the Appointor under the Appointment as may be identified in the Information
Particulars.
13.2 Appointing Party means the appointing party as may be identified in the Information
Particulars.
13.3 Appointment means the agreement into which this Protocol is incorporated as may be
identified in the Information Particulars.
13.4 Appointor means the party appointing the Appointee under the Appointment as may
be identified in the Information Particulars.
13.5 Asset Information Production Methods and Procedures means any specific
information production methods and procedures required by the Appointing Party for a
Relevant Asset as may be identified or specified in the Information Particulars and/or
provided in accordance with the Information Standard.
13.6 Asset Information Requirements means the Appointor’s specification for what, when,
how and for whom information in connection with the operation of a Relevant Asset is to
be produced as may be identified in the Information Particulars and/or provided in
accordance with the Information Standard.
13.7 Asset Information Model means as defined in clause 6.2.6.
13.8 Asset Information Standard means any specific information standards required by
the Appointing Party for a Relevant Asset as may be identified or specified in the
Information Particulars.
13.9 BIM Execution Plan means a plan that explains how information management for
which it is responsible in relation to the Relevant Assets will be carried out by the
Delivery Team as may be as identified in the Information Particulars and/or provided in
accordance with the Information Standard.
13.10 CDE Solution and Workflow means the common data environment, the processes to
be used as part of the common data environment and the technology to support those
processes.
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13.11 Data Protection Laws means, as applicable to either Party and/or to the rights,
responsibilities and/or obligations of either Party in connection with this Appointment
and:

(i)

the GDPR;

(ii)

the Data Protection Act 2018;

(iii)

the Directive 2002/58/EC (ePrivacy Directive) and/or the Privacy and Electronic
Communications (EC Directive) Regulations 2003;

(iv)

any other applicable law relating to the processing, privacy and/or use of
Personal Data, as applicable to either Party and/or to the rights, responsibilities
and/or obligations of either Party in connection with this Appointment;

(v)

any laws which implement any such laws; and

(vi)

any laws that replace, extend, re-enact, consolidate or amend any of the
foregoing;

13.12 Delivery Team means the delivery team of which the Appointee is part.
13.13 Federated Information Model means an Information Model consisting of connected
but distinct individual Information Models.
13.14 Foreseeable Trigger Event means those trigger events which are foreseen by the
Appointing Party to occur during the operational phase when new or updated
information concerning an asset will be generated or required.
13.15 GDPR means the General Data Protection Regulation, Regulation (EU) 2016/679;
13.16 Information Model means a set of structured and/or unstructured information
containing any combination of geometrical information, alphanumerical information, and
documentation.
13.17 Information Particulars means the front page of this Protocol and the documents
identified therein (as updated from time to time).
13.18 Information Standard means the current BS EN ISO 19650 series as may be
amended or superseded from time to time.
13.19 Lead Appointed Party means the lead appointed party for the Delivery Team as
may be identified in the Information Particulars.
13.20 Level of Information Need means the framework which defines the extent and
granularity of information as may be identified in the Information Particulars or provided
in accordance with the Information Standard.
13.21 Master Information Delivery Plan means a plan incorporating all the Delivery Team’s
Task Information Delivery Plans as may be identified in the Information Particulars
and/or provided in accordance with the Information Standard, to the extent
applicable to the Appointee.
13.22 Material means all drawings, calculations, specifications and/or other documents,
including any geometrical model and any Information Model in any physical or
electronic medium (and any designs and/or materials contained in the same) prepared
and provided by the Appointing Party, the Appointor, the Appointee and any Lead
Appointed Party and any appointed party in relation to the Relevant Assets including
any information and/or documentation obtained by any Party based upon which, if any,
Information Model was developed, whether in whole or in part.
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13.23 Mobilization Plan means a plan for the Mobilization of the Delivery Team’s resources
in accordance with the Information Standard which is contained in the Appointment or,
if no Mobilization Plan is contained in the Appointment, which was included in the
Appointee’s tender response, as may be identified in the Information Particulars.
13.24 Organizational Information Requirements means the information requirements in
relation to the Appointor’s organizational objectives.
13.25 Parties means the Appointee and the Appointor.
(i)

Permitted Purpose means any purpose related to the Relevant Asset (and/or
(without limitation) the construction, refurbishment, extension, operation,
management and/or maintenance of the Relevant Asset) which is consistent with:
the applicable Level of Information Need of the relevant Material;

(ii)

the applicable status code of the Material and the information containers within the
CDE Solution and Workflow in accordance with BS EN ISO 19650-3: 2020; and

(iii) the purpose for which the relevant Material was prepared.
13.26 Personal Data has the meaning given in applicable Data Protection Laws from time to
time.
13.27 Prepared Documents means as defined in clause 4.10.1 of this Protocol.
13.28 Project Information Production Methods and Procedures means any specific
information production methods and procedures required by the Appointing Party for a
Project as may be established in accordance with BS EN ISO 19650-2.
13.29 Project Information Standard means any specific information standards required by
the Appointing Party for a Project as may be established in accordance with BS EN
ISO 19650-2.
13.30 Protocol means this information protocol including the Information Particulars.
13.31 Relevant Asset means the asset or assets to which the Appointment relates, as may
identified or specified in the Information Particulars or otherwise identified in
accordance with BS EN ISO 19650-3: 2020 section 5.1.3.
13.32 Required Standard means the level of skill and care applicable to the Party’s
equivalent obligation under the Appointment.
13.33 Responsibility Matrix means the document setting out information management
functions and either project or asset information management tasks, or information
deliverables as appropriate.
13.34 Risk Register means a risk register containing the risks associated with the timely
delivery of information as may be identified in the Information Particulars and/or
provided in accordance with the Information Standard.
13.35 Security Minded Provisions means clauses 3.1.3, 4.8 and 11 of this Protocol.
13.36 Security Requirements means the document identified in the Information Particulars
and prepared by the Appointing Party or Appointor (as appropriate) which supports all
of the security policies and processes contained within the Appointing Party’s security
management plan relevant to the Parties in accordance with clauses 9.2.1 and 9.2.2 of
BS EN ISO 19650- 5: 2020.
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13.37 Sensitive Information means information, the loss, misuse or modification of which, or
unauthorized access to, could:
a)

adversely affect the privacy, welfare or safety of an individual or individuals;

b)

compromise intellectual property or trade secrets of an organization;

c)

cause commercial or economic harm to an organization or country; and/or

d)

jeopardize the security, internal and foreign affairs of a nation.

13.38 Trigger Event Schedule means the schedule of Foreseeable Trigger Events identified
in the Information Particulars as may be updated from time to time.
13.39 Task Team means those assembled to perform a specific task.
13.40 Task Information Delivery Plan means a schedule of information containers and
delivery dates, for a specific Task Team as may be applicable to the Appointee and/or
any Task Team under the Appointee’s authority and control as may be identified in the
Information Particulars and/or provided in accordance with the Information Standard.
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Glossary of Italicised Terms BS EN ISO 19650-1: 2018 and BS EN
ISO 19650-3: 2020

appointed party

Provider of information concerning works, goods or services

appointing party

Receiver of information concerning works, goods or services from a
lead appointed party

appointment

Agreed instruction for the provision of information (3.3.1) concerning
works, goods or services

asset

Item, thing or entity that has potential or actual value to an
organization.

common data
environment

Agreed source of information for any given project or asset, for
collecting, managing and disseminating each information container
through a managed process.

delivery team

Lead appointed party and their appointed parties.

information

Reinterpretable representation of data in a formalized manner suitable
for communication, interpretation or processing.

information container

Named persistent set of information retrievable from within a file,
system or application storage hierarchy.

information exchange

Act of satisfying an information requirement or part thereof.

information requirement

Specification for what, when, how and for whom information is to be
produced.

life cycle

Life of the asset from the definition of its requirements to the
termination of its use, covering its conception, development,
operation, maintenance support and disposal.

trigger event

Planned or unplanned event that changes an asset or its status during
its life cycle, which results in information exchange.
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Engage with the UK BIM Framework
info@ukbimframework.org

UKBIMFramework

https://ukbimframework.org/

UKBIMFramework

The Centre for Digital Built Britain is part of the Construction Innovation Hub programme,
funded by UK Research and Innovation through the Industrial Strategy Challenge Fund.
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